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Probabilistic constraints on linguistic
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Project
 Project title: \Exploring probabilistic grammar(s) in
varieties of English around the world"
 Project members: Benedikt Szmrecsanyi (PI), Jason
Grafmiller, Benedikt Heller, Melanie Rothlisberger
 5-year project (2013-2018), funded by FWO
 link between Probabilistic Grammar framework
(grammar is experience-based and probabilistic/gradient)
and the \English World-Wide" paradigm
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Introduction
(1) a. He gives [Mary]recipient [roses]theme
(ditransitive dative)
b. He gives [roses]theme to [Mary]recipient
(prepositional dative)
 variationist methodology: \alternate ways of saying the
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The English World-Wide paradigm
 wide range of postcolonial varieties of English
 native mother-tongue (L1) varieties (e.g. New Zealand)
 non-native indigenized second-language (L2) varieties
(e.g. Hong Kong English)
 so called \language-shift" varieties (e.g. Irish English)
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The Probabilistic Grammar framework
 explores hidden probabilistic constraints on grammatical
variation
 Two crucial assumptions:
1. syntactic variation - and change - is subtle, gradient &
probabilistic rather than categorical
(Bresnan and Hay 2008)
2. linguistic knowledge includes knowledge of probabilities,
and speakers have powerful predictive capacities
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Aims & Objectives
What is the extent to which varieties of English share or do
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Hypotheses
 Previous probabilistic models: \harmonic alignment" (ease of
processing):





 short >long ! end-weight
recipient >theme ! ditransitive
theme >recipient ! prepositional
 Probabilistic constraints shared across South Asian varieties
of English (Bernaisch et al. 2014)
 Varietal dierences with regard to e.g. animacy and
end-weight
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Data
We tap into 9 dierent varieties of English (as sampled in the
International Corpus of English (ICE)):
 1 million words per variety
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Dening the choice context
 Choice context (incl. pronouns), leave out, e.g.:
 xed and idiomatic expressions (e.g. bring it to the boil)
 spatial goals (e.g. send their daughter to school)
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Dative proportions
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Predictor variables
 Predictor variables
 Animacy: animate vs inanimate
 length in letters: log value
 Pronominality: pron versus non-pron
 Givenness: given versus new
 Deniteness : denite versus indenite
(see Bresnan et al. 2007; Bresnan and Hay 2008; Bresnan and Ford 2010;
Bernaisch et al. 2014; De Cuypere and Verbeke 2013)
 External variables
 text register: n.s.
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Generalized mixed-eect logistic regression
A mixed-eect model:
 is used to explore the inuence of more than 1 predictor
variable (independent variables) on a binary outcome
(here: ditransitive or prepositional dative)
 estimates the direction and eect size of each predictor
variable
 uses random eects to account for idiosyncractic variation
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Generalized mixed-eect logistic regression
 Model predicts: prepositional dative
 random eects included: verb, heads of recipient and
theme, nested structure of mode (spoken/written)
>subregister >text category >le
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Mixed-eect model
Predictor Odds ratio Pr(>kzk) Signicance
RecGivenness: new 1.389244 0.008678 **
ThemeGivenness: new 0.7915439 0.053846 .
RecBinAnimacy: inanimate 2.482361 2.52e-12 ***
ThemeBinAnimacy: inanimate 0.4751713 0.067459 .
ThemePron: pron 23.71055 4.65e-05 ***
RecPron: non-pron 6.388184 0.000925 ***
RecDeniteness: indenite 1.46287 0.004064 **
ThemeDeniteness: indenite 0.4965059 0.043562 *
zThemeLength 0.09910553 <2e-16 ***
zRecLength 16.80708 1.19e-07 ***
Variety: CAN 0.4304432 0.094698 .
Variety: HK 3.953416 0.001003 **
Variety: IND 2.190106 0.080523 .
Variety: IRE 0.29742 0.019796 *
Variety:CAN:RecPron: non-pron 4.819114 0.052051 .
Variety:IND:RecPron: non-pron 8.619698 0.004030 **
Variety:JA:RecPron: non-pron 0.1795305 0.027601 *
VarietyIND:zRecLength 0.2553092 0.069824 .
VarietyJA:zRecLength 10.95756 0.003941 **
Variety:IRE:ThemeDeniteness: indenite 2.940089 0.036332 *
Mixed-eect model: predicted outcome = prepositional; odds ratio >1 = preference for predicted outcome;
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Mixed-eect model







recipient >theme ! ditransitive
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Probabilistic dierences across varieties
 Variety-specic patterns can be observed with regard to
recipient length, recipient pronominality and theme
deniteness
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Probabilistic dierences across varieties
 BUT:
 in Canadian, Indian English is the eect of recipient
pronominality even stronger, in Jamaican English it is
weaker
 in Indian English is the eect of recipient length weaker,
in Jamaican English it is stronger
 in Irish English is the eect of theme deniteness
reversed: indenite themes favour the prepositional
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Summary of ndings
 all predictors inuence the choice of construction as
hypothesized ! ease of processing
 Probabilistic dierences across the varieties can be
observed with regard to recipient length, pronominality
and theme deniteness: eect direction is the same but
eect size diers
 eect of end-weight (short before long) is weaker in
Indian English and stronger in Jamaican English
 recipient pronominality is more important for speakers of
Indian and Canadian English than for speakers of
Jamaican English
 Overall constructional preferences by variety:
HK and IND ! prepositional dative
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Summary of ndings
 all predictors inuence the choice of construction as
hypothesized ! ease of processing
 Probabilistic dierences across the varieties can be
observed with regard to recipient length, pronominality
and theme deniteness: eect direction is the same but
eect size diers (apart from def)
 eect of end-weight (short before long) is weaker in
Indian English and stronger in Jamaican English
 recipient pronominality is more important for speakers of
Indian and Canadian English than for speakers of
Jamaican English
 Overall constructional preferences by variety:
HK, JA, SIN, PHI and IND ! prepositional dative
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So, ...
 Is there a shared core probabilistic grammar?
...yes there is.
... but: end-weight and the fact whether the recipient is a
personal pronoun or not (e.g. he, she) has a dierent
impact for the choice of construction in Indian, Canadian,
and Jamaican English
... speakers of Irish English dier in their constructional
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Concluding remarks
 no interaction eects with animacy
 more explicit surface form (prepositional) preferred in
non-native varieties
 general processing principles and statistical tendencies un-
derlying the dative alternation are true but the eects are
somewhat weaker or stronger in other varieties than BrE
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Future directions
 add other factors: persistence, verb sense, concreteness,
person, . . .
 include data from web-based corpora from the same
varieties: Corpus of Global Web-based English (GloWbE)
 conduct rating task experiments to investigate the
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